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Picric acid causes confusion on campus
ByJESSI MICHAELSON
Sports & Finalization Editor

along with seven other surrounding
campus buildings on the academic
quad were evacuated and classes can

tential for severe harm was there,
and it was averted without catastro

wards-Holman Science Center

celled due to the discovery of a bottle

of crystallized picric acid. Students,

faculty and staff we alerted using a
newly installed, campus-wide emer
gent alert system.

The 50-ml bottle, containing
less than 15 grams of the acid, was
noticed by Teresa Arnold, who in
turn reported the find to campus se
curity. Campus security contacted
the Newberg Fire Department, who
then consulted with the Oregon State
Hazmat Team and the Lab Safety In

stitute to assist with the safe disposal
of the chemical. While on site, the

bomb squad was directed to 3 other

Students can take
courses online
B y VA N E S S A W I L K I N S
Assistant Editor

This summer, George Fox will be
offering online summer classes for
the first time. The George Fox admin

phe which is the less dramatic but
preferred ending to this story," said
Teresa Arnold, Biology-Chemistry

istration has noted that students fre

L a b C o o r d i n a t o r. " I t c o u l d h a v e

quently look to other institutions for
online courses during the summer

played out differently, but God was
watching over us."
Picric acid is relatively stable
when hydrated, so it is stored in ethyl

and believe it will be beneficial for

students to have this option available
through George Fox.

alcohol. The small bottle of acid was

The classes offered will help

last used over a year ago in an en
gineering material science lab but

complete general education require
ments. The general education classes

had since crystallized. Picric acid

offered are Western Civilization, Life
of Christ, World of Math, World of

is highly nitrated, similar to TNT,
causing it to be explosive when intro

Music, Introduction to Literature,

General Psychology, Principles of So
ciology, and Christian Foundations
a Classes will begin June 7 and go

duced to friction (including turning
the cap) while in solid form. The

tained approximately one liter of the

chemical was rarely used in labs and
will no longer be stocked at the uni

same acid and could have caused a

versity.

stable bottles, which combined, con

through July 30.
Classes cost half as much as

potential future hazard. The Oregon
State Bomb Squad safely removed all
bottles of the potentially dangerous

Photo by EVAN CLOUGH

The Picric Acid was destroyed.

Seniors prepare for life after Fox
B y A M A N D A K AT E

Students graduating in the 2010
spring term will be recognized at one
of two commencement ceremonies.

club, will also be graduating.

Traditional undergraduates will be
recognized at 2 p.m. Graduate and
School of Professional Studies gradu
ation commencement will begin at
7 p.m. Both ceremonies will take
place in Miller Gymnasium/Wheeler

This year's senior class has a
variety of plans post-graduation. Lia
Thompson has already got a head

News Editor

Sports Center on May 1.
Each year the senior class is

recognized and honored for their
journey at George Fox. As the stu

dents end their years at George Fox,
they go on to continue a new experi

ence outside of the university.
Many students have used their
time here to take immense strides
Photo by KEVIN BROWN

Seniors hope to take the values of service, lessons from class and friend
ships into the world post-graduation.Jenn and Chris Savage (above) will
start serving overseas in August

Are E-books replacing
traditional textbooks?
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nication students had a chance to

3

showcase their work from the past
year at the twelfth annual Fox Film
Festival. The festival was held at the

Cameo Theater on April 16 in down
town Newberg and at Bauman audi
torium on April 17.

Empty Bowls for
Haiti: Did it meet

The films shown at the Cameo

expectations?
A&C

Page

S

Life Lessons: Be careful

what you put on a job
application
OPINION

Page

6

Rodeo at GFU: Who
knew we had a
bullrider?

Theater did not contain copyrighted
material and admission was $5. Ad
mission was free for the showcase at
Bauman Auditorium and there was

an award cererhony.
The judges for the festival in

cluded George Fox graduate Emily
Rastovich, Nathan Cherrington from
the Oregon Film Office, accredited
scriptwriter Jackie Blain, John Vertrees who is the set designer for hit
television shows "House, M.D." and
"Leverage," and Academy Award
winner Elmo Williams who won Best

Editing for his work on "High Noon."
The committee tried to get Martin
Scorsese, but apparently he wasn't
available.

Eleven films and seven scripts
SPORTS

Page 7

in ASC, clubs, and more. Several
ASC central committee members

such as, Joey Bianco, Jessica Garcia,

Thompson is in pre-production for a
feature length documentary on the
sex trade occurring in Cambodia and
the U.S. She has also already com

pleted two short documentaries.
Thompson majored in cinema
and media communications with a

concentration in journalism. The
tools she learned in college are now
being applied in her work. She has
used networking skills by becoming a
member of the Oregon Media Produc
tion Association (OMPA) and Women
in Film (WIF) to create a crew of

See COMMENCEMENT | page 2

v i s i t F i n a n c i a l A i d t o fi n d o u t .
Senior Enrollment Counselor

Kathi Nevrton encourages students
who are interested in taking an
online summer course to sign on to

MyGFU.edu as soon as possible to
register. Since the classes offered can
fill general education requirements
there will be a one-class limit for each
student. "We want to make sure the

opportunity is available for as many
students as possible on campus," says
Newton. Students have already been
waitlisted for a few of the courses.

This is the first year online summer
courses have been offered at George
Fox, but according to Newton, they
have been well received.

The university is anxious to see
how this first year of summer online

courses develops and are asking for
s t u d e n t f e e d b a c k . T h i s i s t h e fi r s t

year for summer classes, but the reg
istrar's office is ready to answer any
questions students or their parents
may have. George Fox has offered
online hybrid classes in the past for
their adult degree programs and are
c o n fi d e n t t h a t t h e t r a n s i t i o n t o f u l l
online classes will be well received.
Often times student who take

2010 Fox Film Festival
The cinema and media commu

help us and hurt us.

in their personal grov^dh. Several
held important leadership positions

s t a r t o n h e r a m b i t i o n s . C u r r e n t l y,

classes during the traditional school
year. Classes are $390 and financial
may be available but students need to

online courses at other universities

Assistant Editor

Why this could both

Elizabeth Williamson, and Rob

Leslie, will be graduating this year.
Bianco has led the student body as
president for two years. Shereen
Sherman, president of muJt/cuJtura]

W I N K E L M A N

Inside this issue

Credits made
mobile

chemical, and the buildings were re

opened around noon.
"I appreciate everyone's patience
with the disruption. Reaction may
have seemed extreme, but the po

On TTiesday, April 13, the Ed-

ARTS&CULTURE | Page 5

were submitted to the festival. There

are fifteen categories for awards. Best

ter, so credits do not always trans

Picture went to "Boxhead," by junior.

fer perfectly. Having online courses
offered at George Fox eliminates this
problem. Also, "online courses at
other institutions may not have the

S p e n c e r A l e x a n d e r. B e s t A c t o r i n

a Leading Role went to Bob Clin, a
Portland actor who starred in "No

Request," by senior, Lia Thompson.

George Fox perspective that students
want," said Newton.

Best Actress in a Leading Role went
to Jocelyn Parenteau in "Balloons
Float to Heaven," by senior Elizabeth

Professors who are teaching have
taught online courses at other insti

Wallace.

tutions in the past. Students should

The festival also featured the

go directly to the professors to get

first 3D video ever to be produced

more information what the individ

at George Fox. It was a promotional

ual classes will look. However, it will

video for the film festival and guests

be typical that most communication
between professor and student will
be online. Assignments will turned

were given 3D glasses as they entered
the festival.

Guests were also greeted by a red

in online as well.

carpet when they entered Bauman

Registration for online courses

auditorium. There was also the op
portunity to have pictures taken in

has been open since February.
Nevdon cannot urge strongly enough
how helpful the registrar's office can

front of the official Fox Film Festival
s c r e e n .

be for students interested in this op

It was a night for students,
parents and the George Fox commu
nity to dress up and enjoy the hard

portunity and all advisers have been

given instructions on how to help stu
dents who want to take these courses.

work of the cinema and media com
munication students.
The caliber of the films is said to

Photo courtesy of CHCO DEPARTMENT

have been the highest yet at the Fox
Film Festival. Assistant professor for

Winners of the fox film festival left

cinema and media communication

actress, best supporting actor, and

See CINEMA I page 5

or colleges run into the situation
where the school may be on a quarter
schedule and George Fox is on semes

to right; best actress, best supporting
best actor

However, the process is the same to
register for the online courses as it is
for regular classes.

April 23, 2010

N E W S
Reasons to Richter: Students
receive pay for independent research

C O M M E N C E M E N T: S e

Spanish.
Another student

niors honored for achieve

who hopes to implement

George Fox's value of

ment

service is Travis Schroeder. Schroeder has played

Continued from page 1
By ZACH MIDDLETON
Reporter

and a faculty sponsor support letter,
telling why this research will be im

This year, 31 undergraduate and
n graduate students from George

portant.

Fox were awarded Richter Scholar

gineering major Nick Ogle was one
of the 31 undergrads who received

ships to engage in studies of specified
topics.

"Richter Scholars are selected by
a faculty committee with representa
tives from different disciplines, in
cluding natural science, humanities,
and social science," said dean of the
School of Behavioral and Health Sci
ences, Jim Foster.

The students will be working

on projects varying widely, from
the future of print journalism to the
impact of flight-feather wear on hov

Sophomore Philosophy and En

money for his proposal.
"I'm going to be studying Jacques
Ellul, a French philosopher and so
ciologist who worked a lot with the
philosophy of technology. I'm going
to be taking the perspective of Ellul
and critiquing the ways colleges and
students use technology, and trying
to figure out how to better use tech
nology in higher education," said
Ogle.

Students' proposals were eval

individuals who have helped with

the project, the existing research on
the project, the budget it will require.

travelling to Austria.

Doyle.
Come celebrate these
and other seniors who

have made an impact on George Fox

Photo by KEVIN BROWN

learned at George Fox into their

Lia Thompson wants to use docu
mentaries to speak out about sex

careers. Commencement seating will

slavery.

and continue to take the values they

Fox's value of service into their life.

start at 1 p.m. Baccalaureate is sched

The will be spending time after

uled for May 1 in Bauman Auditori
um for seniors to gather and worship
with family and friends.

graduation in Honduras volunteering
at Helping-Honduras-Kids Orphan
age. They will teach in the class

room, and in the water as SCUBA

dive masters, while perfecting their

and how we think and learn within

Ireland, and Brian Garrison will be

came from professors,
Steve Sherwood and Mark

They plan on incorporating George

nology and how it affects our lives,

tion which includes summaries of

most valuable lessons

dream life, so we will give literally

I think that the school should make a
class on how we should relate to tech

they could be given. After narrowing
down and settling on a project, the
students then submit their applica

feasible for the time frame and funds

ity, abilities, values, and
passions." Schroeder's

We don't want to live the American

George Fox.

it," said Ogle.
Although many Richter Scholars
will be living and working on campus
here at George Fox over the summer,
the program allows for students to
apply for travel funds. 2009 recipient
Meghan Hedley travelled to northern

combine his "personal

sity Ambassadors. Chris majored in
Biology and Jenn majored in Elemen

beyond what we can give," said the
Savages on their biggest aspiration.

choose to get iPads, and we have a lot
of technology going on in our school.

He believes that be

coming a doctor would

have both served as RAs and Univer

lacking in existing research and lit

get laptops, and next year they can

said.

Seniors, Jenn and Chris Savage
have been married over a year. They

fortable that makes us truly joyous.

by Bank of America. Only 11 schools
in the country were chosen to receive
grant money, including George
Fox, Yale, Dartmouth, University of
Chicago and Cal Tech.
Students applied for the schol
arship back in December with the
aid of a faculty advisor. The advisor
helped them narrow down what they
wanted to study, as well as what was

the underprivileged," he

at director@unsilencedpictures.com.

fortable life, but it's being uncom

George Fox because all the students

amount of time serving

silencedpictures.com or contact her

search, cost/benefit of the project,
and eligibility. The projects usually
represent an area of study that is

Memorial Fund and is administered

to spend a considerable

connect to her blog through www.un-

preparation of the student for the re

"I think my project can affect

in the fall. "It's my dream

For more information on her films

who is accepted to the program re
ceives an allotment of funds specific
to their project. The majority of stu
dents did not earn over $5,000, but
there is no limit on the amount appli

Fund and the Evalyn E.G. Richter

attending medical school

name of Thompson's film company.

rate in humming birds. Each student

from the Paul K. Richter Memorial

chemistry. He plans on

Unsilenced Pictures^ is the

ering and forward-flight metabolic

Funding for the grants comes

in cell and molecular

biology with a minor in

your crew and your actors. Not one
person can make a film great."

tary Education.
"It will be very easy to live a com

cants can be awarded.

George Fox. He majored

Fox is, "your film is only as good as

u a t e d o n t h e p r o j e c t s ' f e a s i b i l i t y,

erature. Ogle believes his project will
not only have impact in his field, but
could affect students right here at

baseball for four years at

her films. After all, she said her most
valuable lesson learned at George

(j£fesicent
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Are E-books beneficial in
academic settings?
E-books would be ben

eficial to George Fox
capability to

By JENNY BROWN
Guest Kcportcr

connect

the

It seems as if everywhere we

turn there are efforts to cause global
awareness of certain issues or events.

As a campus, we have raised money
for Haiti, raised awareness for low

ering the carbon count and gained
knowledge on the Invisible Children.
However, there are have been more

subtle attempts made on campus to
make a positive environmental dif
ference.
One

of

these

is

the

use

of

Fo.\TALE, an online place to submit
worksheets, papers and assignments,
or even take online quizzes and
exams. With this method, students

and professors are able to do assign
ments without paper and ink, saving
themselves from probable printer
problems. So it is no wonder that
this same method or system may be
applied to other areas to save time,
money and resources.
One main example of this would
be the campus shifting from using
hardback copies of textbooks and re
quired materials, to the use of online

to

Internet

as well. This
makes

ac

cessing these
books

ex

tremely easy.
A student,

for example,
may work
on

home

work without

having
to
carry a back
pack full of
books around
c a m p u s ,

which poses
the potential
of developing
back prob
lems for car

rying such a

heavy load
every day.
I n t e r n e t

based books
are

also

a

better choice

resources or online versions of text

than

books. Online textbooks have many

booksbecause

advantages that would benefit George

they

Fox University, as well as helping out

the

print
allow
reader

the environment.

to

For e.\ample, online books do
not require the pages to be printed

supplemental

on paper. As mentioned above, this
can save paper, resulting in hundred
to thousands of trees being saved

worldwide. According to the U.S. En
vironmental Protection Agency, the

access

material such
as
related

links,

fre

quently asked
questions,
or

in

some

United Stales uses 85 million tons of

instances,

paper and paperboard a year, and of
that, more than two billion books are

they contact
the author of the book directly. It

printed each year (2008). By putting

becomes an interactive tool and re

these books online, we can save the

source, rather than a print book
being a one-sided experience.
Finally, Internet books are a good
choice because they can be easily
updated or edited, instead of having

pages of those two billion books, and

can have a much greener country.
Not only this, but online books
are available more often and to more

people. Because the Internet, and
WiFi especially, are so common and
so easily accessible, the possibility
of using online books becomes much
more realistic.

to reprint editions and changes in a

printed book. This is especially nice
if an editor missed a mistake in the

text. Online, the author or editors

Currently, certain professors are
using online books instead of print

may go in and change it with little
hassle. If it is a printed copy of the
book, however, authors are forced to

books, due to the difference in cost.

have their mistakes circulated until a

How many times have you purchased

revised edition is released.

a book that is way too expensive, that
the professor only asks you to use
once or twice? Online books could

keep that from happening. Many of
these books are fairly inexpensive,
and then only have to be used when
n e c e s s a r y.

Also, Internet books are extreme

ly portable. With technology at the
level it currently is, the Internet may
be accessed through the computer in
many different places (often wirelessly), as well as cell phones being
able to access the Internet. Now, the
iPhone, iTouch and iPad have the

We live in a society where tech
nology is ever increasing. In the
realm of journalism, we have already
seen that shift from a printed news
paper to multimedia versions of the
publications on websites. It seems
as if everything is digital or cyber—
based. Although there is value in
material items, our culture is shift
ing away from that and towards elec

E-books would not be

beneficial to George Fox
B y N ATA L I E G O U L D
Editor-in-Chief

The University of Phoenix is an

example of an online university. Stu
dents enroll for a nominal fee and are

tronic based outlets. That being said,

able to complete their degree without

we must make the shift or we will be

ever entering a classroom if they so

left behind in a world that is chang
ing quickly everyday.

choose.

George Fox University is a repu
table and long-standing university.
While it may have a number of cam
puses (Newberg, Portland, Boise),

these campuses are institutions with
buildings, classrooms, and professors
w h o h a v e o f fi c e s .
But what if these solid institu
tions were free from books? Would

you be confused if you walked into
your advisor's office, looked around
and saw shelves void of books? Would

you discredit your professor's doctor
ate degree at all if renowned masters
o f t h e i r fi e l d w e r e v a c a n t f r o m t h e i r

presence?
Universities were made to hold

books—libraries full of scholarly
essays, thoughts, and studies. Tech

nology is advancing, absolutely, but

a computer could never replace the
aesthetic value of a paper book.
Textbooks are designed to be
portable and accessible. You can
highlight, dog-ear, and take notes in
your textbooks. How would you do
that on a technological device? Sure
there may be a highlight button, but
you can't write notes off to the side to
accompany it.

For thousands of years, the
world's most respected scholars have
learned and suffered over the written

word. The written word is regarded

could have 20 years ago. Computers
are so advanced that they are like
little robots—knowing the word you
want, the verb tense you intend, and
the address you need. For some this
is scary, but for most it is fantastic.
But how could a computer replace
the smell of a library book? The feel

of a newspaper? The complexity of
a thesaurus? E-books are becoming
more popular especially because of
the release of E-readers. But again,
how can an electronic file possibly

as the highest form of truth. Profes

be as reliable as a book. Electronics
fail and crash; books are solid and

sors often demand a certain number

cannot possibly erase themselves if

of written sources in the bibliogra
phies of formal research essays. That
is to say that the .com and technology
explosion can't replace the written

they try.

word.

now now and could not be bothered

Now, let's not be quick to discred
it technology. Technology is a won
derful and beautiful thing, and where

to wait for a moment. Universi

in the world would college students

we spend all our time and resources

be without Google, Microsoft Office,

on the Internet, how could we possi

and Facebook? Documents can be

bly enjoy the real circumstances and
pleasures we experience in our lives?

composed in half the time then they

The more technology we are
allowed, the faster pace we expect
life to move. We need things now

ties reflect this Zeitgeist by moving
books and curriculum online. But if

April 23, 2010
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Secrets of our NINJA: John Goldwood tells a
and was testing for brown belt when

B y N ATA L I E G O U L D

he called it quits. "I spend some ot

Editor-in-Chief

my free time going over and sharp

Youv'seen
ehethe
ardsword,
thenayou've
me,yo
uv'e
heard

ening my karate skills," Ninja says.

But Ninja transcends beyond

his love advice on KFOX, and you
may have encountered him in full
black garb. But who is this person:
the stealthy knight lurking around
corners and jumping off tall objects?
Who is behind the eye mask and
cape? Who is the Ninja?

music industry telling people to get

the KFOX airwaves on TUesday

get married," Ninja emphasizes.

for this school year, but rest assured

secrets up his sleeve. "My apprentice

nights at 9 p.m. The show has ended

that it returns fall semester. Ive
had enough relationships, so I figure
I can help people out and give them

who calls himself "Ninja." A senior
English major, he prides himself
on his title and the recognition that
comes with it. "Everyone knows
who 1 am. Most professors know
I'm Ninja. But I'm a humble person.

advice," Ninja says. Listeners are

encouraged to call in during the

radio show and talk with the Doc.
■

the song is about is the Hollywood

name recognition. He has his own

KFOX radio show in which he gives
love advice. Doc McNinja dominates

John Daniel Goldwood is the one

Last week, the Doc had a number of
female callers upset about his take on
the song "Single Ladies (Put a Ring
on It)" performed by Beyonce. "All

■I

II

—,

.

married regardless of anything, of
any circumstance in their life. Just
As for the future, Ninja has a few

is Daniel Ceasaras. He will take over

as Ninja at the end of this semester
and will have full rights to the title

after my graduation in December,"
Ninja confirms. "There will always
be a Ninja, and when my kids go to
George Fox, they will be the
ruling Ninjas."
Ninja owns a plethora of
paraphernalia to help propel
his image. Among his capes,
weapons, and gadgets, his

J,*-:—

I just became a celebrity overnight,"
Ninja says.

Overnight might be an exag
geration, but Goldwood has indeed

become a George Fox institution. His

favorite item is his Excalibur

nickname, however, is not a deriva
tive of George Fox. "The name came

sword. It is six feet long and
one foot wide. "It's a great

from my youth group in high school,"

sword to fight with. I have

Ninja says. He says he was in a van
on the way to Mexico, and when he
needed to get out he jumped out the

combat experience with it,"

0

back. "Thank God I'm a ninja," he
said at the time. "Freshman year of
college I started using the nickname
and it suck," Ninja confirms.

^

•

'A

protecting and watching over

Perhaps the most complex
element of Ninja is his love life. It
seems like he always has one lady
or another hanging on his arm. How

you. I am like the dark knight,
except without all the family
issues," he says.
When asked if he truly

does he do it? "I have the unfortu-

believes he is a ninja, Ninja
thought, then leaned in oh, so,
subtly and replied, "Yes." And
with that he jumped away to
fulfill hiS remaining duties as
the first and original George
Fox Ninja.

nacy of being well liked by women,"
Ninja declares. Having three (but
potentially seven) serious girl
friends gives Ninja the credentials
to be a proper ladies man. But to
set the record straight, Ninja and
Katie Jones Lucero never dated or

were engaged for real. "We wanted

to pull a prank and I guess it worked
because everyone believed us," Ninja
says. He even made the announce
ment at dinner one night to the
entire Klages Dining Hall. "Even
after I shouted that to the whole Bon,

people still didn't believe me," Ninja
says.

He's dated girls he's met online
(but highly discourages online

dating), he's dated girls nearly lo
years his senior, and he's dated the
party girl. "I have no problem with
parties and drinking, but when that's

Ninja adds.
Ninja emphasizes the im
portance that students always
know there is a ninja around.
"There will always be a ninja

Photos by NATALIE GOULD

all you want to do, it gets old," Ninja be .the

states. He loves girls but sometimes ' Weil, his eight
enough is enough. "I have a reputa- years of martial
tion to uphold as a massive flirt no arts is a start,

matter how I'm feeling about women He spent the
at the time." Ninja stated that until full eight years
graduation (well until the end of the working to
semester, at least), he is done with master karate,

girls and is going to focus on his While he did
studies. Sorry ladies, put your phone not complete his
numbers back in your pocket because black belt, he
t h i s N i n j a i s o f f l i m i t s f o r n o w. d i d a c h i e v e b l u e

But what qualifies Goldwood to three stripes

Away they go: George Fox students

prepare to ship out all over the world for summer
By NIKKI MARINO
Reporter

Juniors at George Fox University have a
special opportunity lo travel and learn about
other cultures and lands through the .luniors

Abroad Program. The programs happen in May
every year and students prepare for them by
taking classes about the places they will travel
to. The trips cost between $1500 and $2000,
making up only 40-50% of the actual cost; the
rest is subsidized by the school.
The goal of the trips is to encourage intercultural and international awareness for

the students. Since trips are subsidized by the
school so that students can afford them and

they involve three weeks in a foreign land. Nor

mally students have the choice of 10 to 12 trips
that they choose the year before at the annual
Tent City.

Tent City is a tradition dating back many
years to when the spots for Juniors Abroad
would quickly fill up and not all students would
be able to attend. So, some students would

camp out in tents in the quad, holding the spot

all night lo be first to choose a trip. Even now
when there are plenty of spots for all students

who want lo attend, the tradition still happens.
One evening this last March there were tents

outside of Stevens Center, in the quad, full of
sophomores waiting to sign up for trips- ■
The destinations every year change due

to faculty and student interests. Occasionally
there are Mission trips and special classes for

specific majors that happen during Juniors

Abroad, such as the South African Experi
ence with Paul Otto in May 2011. Other classes
focus on different aspects of international
travel to foreign lands, such as adventure, art.
or culture. Trips to Europe tend to be more art
and culture-oriented, while those to Australia,
Asia, and Africa are about the adventure and

culture found in these regions of the world.
There are several requirements that stu
dents intending to go on Juniors Abroad have
to meet. Passports must be obtained by the
start of spring semester the year the trip will
happen, among other things. Students have
to be in their third year at Fox and intending
to graduate from the school. Room and board

costs for the trip will be paid in advance based
on the information provided through classes
and mailboxes for the different trips.
The trips this year include Australia,
China and Tibet, Italy and "IXinisia, Egypt, and
many others. The trip to Australia will land
in Sydney, at the bottom of the country, and
travel up to Cairns, at the top of the country,
where the students will board a plane and
return home.. Focused on education and ad

venture down under, activities will include

Choosing an emphasis Is a great way to take advantage

of the rich interdisciplinary resources and faoutty available at n -li
Emphases now available to MA and MDiv students include:
Languages and Literature

Biblical Studies and Theology
Children at Risk

Christian Ethics

International Development and Urban Studies
Islamic Studies

■ Theology and the Arts

■ Worship, Theology, and the Arts
■ Youth, Family, and Culture

For moren
i formato
i n vsiti fue
l r.edu or cal 800.2FULLER

trips to the Australia zoo, learning to surf, and
swimming in the Great Barrier Reef. Other

trips will also be packed with fan activities.
The trip to Egypt last year traveled down the

Nile in a cruise ship and rode camels up Mount
Sinai in the early morning. Juniors Abroad is a
once in a lifetime opportunity for students and
faculty to take.
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Matt Meyer said, "I heard from
several people —judges and friends
not affiliated with George Fox —
that this was the strongest crop of
films yet. There were great stories

Bmin
2010

that were well told, and beautifully
fi l m e d . O u r s t u d e n t s c o n t i n u e t o

impress me.'"
George Fox graduate and award
winner of the Fox Film festival Eric

Mortinson said, "I thought that the
work by the CMCO students set a
new standard for Fox Film Festivals
to come."

There were some technical dif
fi c u l t i e s b u t t h e f e s t i v a l w a s w e l l

planned and the audience clearly
appreciated the hard work of the
students and the festival committee.

Committee member Sarah Tremayne

said, "Despite the technical difficul
ties at Bauman, I've heard nothing
but great things about the festival
this year... We really sought to set a
standard for the films submitted and

people noticed."
Students and the George Fox

community are excited and optimis
tic about next year's film festival.
The long-term goal for the Fox
Film Festival is to reach out to other

Phoco by EVAN CLOUGH

By JOANNA COX
Reporter
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April i6
found twelve

shares with others the excitement

Mr.

of planning for a Mr. Bruin Pageant.

contestants,
three
from

Turnbull's Associated Student Com

Bruin

pageant they
picked up speed,
meeting twice

Palm, and Melanie Hulbert rated
contestants' activities and applied
further points to their scores. At

a week to work

the end of the night the contestants

together under
the leadership of
Kate Shepherd-

were given one last chance to raise
their score by dashing into the au
dience and making final pleas for
change and dollar bills. The money

munity position requires her to head
up this competitive event which will
follow an "Empty Bowels" fundraiser

each class,

for Haiti.

Title.

1\irnbull does not know exactly
h o w l o n g t h e M r. B r u i n P a g e a n t

year's winner,
M o t o k a z u

The mothers

has been in existence. "It's been a

Itu, was also

of these twelve

minimum of six years," she said.
"Jonathan Morell, resident life
area coordinator, was a former Mr.

present
to
hand
down

men played an

Bruin winner." When asked why

R o b e r t

s h e w a n t e d t o d i r e c t t h e M r. B r u i n

Pageant this year, IXimbull said,
"I love to be involved in Fox and we
needed a Mr. Bruin coordinator.

Since I have been involved in plan
ning many campus activities, while
acting as general activities coordina
tor two years ago and assistant activ

competing for

son, who also

t h e M r. B r u i n

• choreographed

Last

the dance.

Hall, Ryan
Legg, Josh
T r y a n ,
Chris Martin,
B r a n d o n Ta f t , R y a n L a n e , J a c o b

Lowen, Henry Balensifer, Tyler
VanderZanden, Tyler Bowers, Jack

were notified and asked if they would

Hartmann, and Daniel Bauman each

pageant.

made a valiant effort to claim the

It is a great opportunity to raise

N o m i n a t i o n s f o r M r. B r u i n w e r e

title.

made by students this last January,

like to participate in the annual
The contestants' work began in
February when they began meeting
weekly to practice a dance togeth
er. In the three weeks prior to the

that the contestants collected from

selling Mr. Bruin tickets. The more
money the contestants collected, the
higher their chances of winning the
pageant.

The contestant

winner was announced. Junior Jacob

and their mother

Lowen took home the crown.

were asked the

If both gave the
same reply without
first having heard the other's answer,
points were given to the contestant.
The points accrued as the pageant

However, the pageant would not
be complete without a final reminder
about the purpose of the event. All
proceeds from Mr. Bruin go to a des
ignated charity. Last year the dona
tions went to Shriners Hospital. This
year the funds will be sent to the

continued with a talent portion. Con

Mennonite Central Committee for

testants sang, did individual dances,
and displayed their unique talents.
Judges Jonathan Morell, Alex

relief work in Haiti.

Photo by L A U R A N W O O D R U F F

and the top three from each grade

was then added to the initial amount

important role in
the competition.

the crown.

ities coordinator last year, I knew I'd
be able to fulfill the required duties.

money for Haiti as well."

schools and have them participate.
Last year a student from Linfield sub
mitted a film, but the hope is to make
the festival larger than the George
Fox community.

same questions.

At the end of the night, the

Empty Bowls fills quota

Fox benefit for Haiti blends culture cuisine and

community and raises benefits for Haiti victims
12k," according to those who
helped plan the event. That

to replace them, often met with a
cry of "Oh! They're bringing out

never see in their life time. Seeing
hundreds of pieces of art that have

number

more! Now I'll never be able to

defined this semester for many stu

pick!" One of the ceramic students
had a sign pinned to their back that
read "I'm a potter, as me questions."

dents. Bowls went into the caring
hands of people who will be able to
enjoy their bowls for years.

combined

with

the

profit from silent and online auc
t i o n s a s w e l l a s M r. B r u i n e ff o r t s

is most likely going to add up to
over $15,000.
One hour before the

Photos by EVAN CLOUGH

By AUBREY FERGUSON
Guest Reporter

Over 1,500 bowls were thrown

in under twelve hours. Three days
of trimming bowls, making feet for
them to stand. Sixty-eight days to
fire all the bowls, glaze them and

fire again. April 16, one night to
sell them all to raise money for the
catastrophe in Haiti. Though the
numbers are not official yet, it is es
timated that the bowls generated
"somewhere in the neighborhood of

Ye s , t h e b o w l s a r e
all microwave, dish

event started the last batch of

w a s h e r, a n d o v e n

bowls came out of the kiln. The

bowls were transported over

safe. Every bowl
is signed "EB" for

to the Bruin's Den by some of

"Empty Bowls," (don't

the ceramic students where
fashion merchandise and inte

rior design students were fin

ishing transforming the Student
Union Building with Jungle prints
and flowers. Bon Appetite workers
were busy getting soup ready for
guests (as well as preparing a regular
dinner for Fox students). As many
bowls as could fit were placed upon

.. . /J

worry, you're not the
only one who was
wondering who "EB"
is and thinking that
they were extremely
productive). No one
signed their name to
the bowls because

even if one person
threw it, someone else

tables outside the Bruin Den Cafe,

was most likely going

stacks waiting in the wings to take
the place of purchased ones.
At 4:30 struck a never-ending
wave of people washed into the
building. Almost immediately as
people started picking out bowls
more and more were brought out

to trim it, then even
someone else would

glaze it.
The George Fox
community came to

gether to aid people
they will most likely

Photos by EVAN CLOUGH
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OPINION

Tife Lessons^

Rinp; by spring; divorce by December
•

By JOANNA COX
Reporter

"Ring by Spring? An urban
legend." These are the words that
Lisa McMinn uses to refer to the

George Fox rumor that sixty percent
of students that get married at
George Fox get divorced. It is not

_

I.My-VtAfC

someone who is less than what

someone might find if they marry
after college. "There is a tension
between this fear," McMinn says,
"and the panic that sets in when one
begins to think that 'perhaps I will
n e v e r fi n d s o m e o n e i f I d o n ' t fi n d
t h e m n o w. ' "

» 3 Ya c t l v

aren't as challenging and fraught
think that they are," McMinn contin

ues. She points to a train of thought

that says, "Our marriage relation
ship should be the most fulfilled re
lationship in our lives." This puts

other to fulfill those expectations.

at Christian colleges may align with

Some of these messages come

w o m e n c o m i n g h e r e t o fi n d h u s

national Christians divorce rates,

bands, and it's dismissive of women's

which, in some studies, are higher

from within the broader culture and
some come from within our church.

primary reasons for getting a college

than those of non-Christians. There

If one is worried or concerned about

education," McMinn says.

are reasons why this may be true.

stepping into a marital relationship,

Many students also believe that

these same marriages are more likely

T h e fi r s t r e a s o n i s t h a t c o h a b i t

McMinn advises, "If you think that

you're settling it's best to ask people

evidence. Alumni are not likely to
call their former colleges to inform

ing can mask relationships that don't
make it that might otherwise be
counted as divorce. Couples may live
together and then leave one another,
but this is not counted as a divorce

and to the adults in your life. We are

them of their current marital status.

statistic. (Increasingly, however.

to end in divorce, but this belief is

not validated by any research based

Yet the underlying fear that marrying
while attending a Christian college
results in a pending divorce deserves
a second glance.
McMinn, Professor of Sociol

who aren't just cheerleaders speak to
trusted friends who will speak truth

at a relatively new point these last
200 hundred years in which people

Christians are also choosing to live

choose their mate without the input

together before marriage.)
A second explanation comes
from the current dynamics of church
makeup. Many people come to the

of their elders...find a community of

people that can help you make a good
decision."

It is also important to recognize

Dennis and Barbara Ramey,
writers for Family Life, a natiorially recognized Christian organi
zation that works with couples to
build healthier relationships (www.

familylife.com) write, "We don t have

to be totally self-sufficient and inde
pendent. When necessary, we can
lean on the gifts and strengths of our
brothers and sisters. The point is that
every marriage needs assistance; its

have a higher chance of getting di

behind all chances of staying con

tian campuses concerning students'

looking for support. Some people

nected with those with whom one

find the church because of their trou
persons are then counted in church

went to school. It is possible to stay
connected with people who share
same values, even after graduating,

ing is related to a fear of the future.
Perhaps it is time for students, be
they single or married, to dismiss

divorce statistics.

and to find others who share them

their fears and focus on developing

and maintaining healthy relation
ships with those at hand.

after graduating.

A day of silence; a Is homeschool all it's
day of non-violent cracked up to be? A
student weighs in
protest
By NIKKI MARINO
Reporter

What makes a person gay? Why
are so many people straight? The
debate between nature and nurture

strong evidence that "the homosex

ual orientation is in place very early
in the life cycle, possibly even before

By HANNAH ADDERLEY
Guest Reporter

not licensed.

birth."

Despite the fact that instruction

grade WOULD you be in," is evidence

What is even more interesting

ha.s been going for decades and will
continue for many more. But what
does it matter if sexuality is biologi
cal or a choice? People are people
and discrimination against certain

is that the APA also found "about lo

sexual orientations should be viewed

ticular culture." While this research

just like racial and gender discrimi

isn't proof, and even the APA uses
language such as "suggests" when re
porting on findings, there is enough

nation.

A great amount of research is

going on currently about homo
sexuality and whether it is by choice
or genetics that someone likes the
same or opposite gender. Because
the research into this topic is so new,

there is no true proof one way or the
other, but there is enough to strongly
suggest and even help lead further
studies. The American Psychologi-

percent of the population, a figure
which is surprisingly constant across
cultures, irrespective of the different
moral values and standards of a par

to support more protection from dis

crimination for those who identify as
gay or lesbian.

The Bill of Rights has set down
protection for all people and their
rights; this covers Gays and Les
bians as well. However, there is so
much bullying and prejudice based
on sexual orientation in schools and
communities that it has led to hate

crimes in many places.
In response to the prejudice that
continues to exist despite our "tol
erant" society there is the Day of

Silence. The Day of Silence happened
on April i6 and is a student-led day of
non-violent protest against the bul
lying and prejudice. Those who par
ticipate, whether they are themselves
gay or a supporter remain silent all

day in an effort to show how signifi

cant the voices silenced really are.

The movement has grown immensely
over the years.

Sure, there are psychological
groups set up to help "turn" someone
from being gay, but these do not
work. If sexual preference were a

choice, something like that might be
effective, but most of the evidence
done under the scientific method and

recognized by the scientific world

heavily suggests otherwise. Help stop
the discrimination.

The Day of Silence is a day to
show support lo those who have been

discriminated against. The signifi

cant voices participating in this day

remain silent, sometimes handing
out cards to explain what it is. Join

those around you and stand up to
discrimination.

cal Association, APA, said in a public
statement back In 1994, it has found

In the home has existed for centuries,
much controversy still remains as to
its academic legitimacy.
Does such an education actually

Innocent assertions, like "what

of how home schooling can be mis
construed.

First, school at home does not

benefit students, or does it simply

automatically signify indolence.
Rather, my personal experience and

pacify paranoid parents? In view of

observations of fellow home schooled

several studies and the experiences

students show a rigorous pursuit
of education, complete with sched
uled exams, subject variety, and an
intense demand for preparedness,

of home-instructed students them

selves, home schooling repeatedly
proves itself beneficial to its pupils.
Academically, home school stu

dents continually perform higher
than their public school counterparts,
as evidenced in the 2009 progress
report Issued by the Home School

Legal Defense Association (HSLDA).
This report includes a study com
paring the academic performance
of public and home school students

from kindergarten to twelfth grade.
The chart from this study shows

public school students marking the
50 percent score averages of all in

dividual subject tests. The scores of

home school students, conversely,

scholastically and personally (e.g., in
clothing).
Also, simply being removed

from the public school buildings
does not preclude a student from

the grade levels typically applied to
those receiving public education;
my brother's home school status

as a sophomore is equal to that of a

second-year student in a public high

cific grade levels.

Lastly, one of the most contro

schooling is the different paren

Some within the public system say

percentile in social studies, math

home schoolers are simply "afraid
to spread their spiritual light" Con-

centile for reading. These statistics

trarily. parents have chosen to home
school their children for a myriad of

39 percent higher on the tests than
average public school students.

Despite these clear-cut statistics,

officials are considering elevating the
qualifications for home schooling. For
instance, some state governments are
moving to require home educators to

have leaching licenses. According to
further HSLDA reports, however,
such a stipulation would make little
difference.

The report shows there is little
to no difference in the children's
academic performance if the parents

possess teaching certificates or not;

in fact, the study explains that, if
anything, students have proven to do
slightly better when their parents are

inevitably be proven wrong. But it
was enough for us, two 14 year olds,

to apply for a job at Alaska Wildberry
Products, the leading tourist trap of
Anchorage.

Before meeting the reindeer for
the first time, we could barely contain
ourselves. Aaron and I, along with
a handful of other young reindeer
recruits, kept looking at each other
with pure joy. As far as we were con
cerned, we were the coolest kids in
Alaska.

Reindeer, however, proved to
be far less exciting than we hoped.
Apart from Jinglebells, the oldest
and morbidly obese reindeer, their
size was disappointing. They were
smaller than horses, their legs like
sticks and their heads seemed to

droop under the weight of their
antlers.

The smell put another dent in out
reindeer paradise. The pen shared
a common wall with the city dump,

which made waste disposal easy and
fun, but awful when the wind blew in
our direction.

These reindeer added another
dimension to the overall aroma, I

think all reindeer have perpetual
diarrhea. Ours did at least. I sug
gested we include more fiber in their

diet, but Dwayne, the Keeper of the
Reindeer, did not seem to care much

about the regularity of the reindeer's
bowel movements.
Aaron and I reveled in the dis

tinct personalities of the animals.

Captain Nemo loved to try and
escape and seemed entirely devoted
to outsmarting us. Like a Christmas
version of Chicken Run, he schemed

exceed normal expectations for spe

tal motives for educating children
outside of the public school system

place home school students 34 to

Unfortunately, we had an ideal

digging through the mulch, looking

89 percent in reading.

ematics, and language to the 89 per

and we get to play with REINDEER."

day and night.

offers its students the opportunity to
versial elements concerning home

school students score from the 84

This job was my friend Aaron's
idea. "Think about it," he said,
showing me the newspaper clipping.

school. Additionally, home school

are decidedly higher, ranging from
84 percent in math and language to
Furthermore, a 2007 HSLDA
study indicates that on SATs, home

r e i n d e e r.

ized vision of reindeer that would

however, that the fear of this happen

"Not to say that our marriages

plication at once
after reading "reindeer whisperer"
as a previously held position, whose
duties include feeding, watering, ex
ercising and educating others about

ing school at a Christian University

this does not mean that one leaves

McMinn says refers to marrying

dismiss my ap

"We would be outside all summer

may already be on its way to divorce
or they may be recently divorced and

The results revealed that a major
fear of students is "settling," which

imagine some
employers might

nothing to be ashamed of."
There is no proof that students
who meet and marry while attend

ducted a number of surveys on Chris

bled or broken marriage, and these

my past work

experience. i

eryone needs help along the way.

vorced. There is reason to suggest,

and marriage.

including all

college it is important to note the

that if one does not marry in college

hopes and fears about relationships

hesitate before

whether one gets

church to find help. Their marriage

ogy, and her husband Mark McMinn,
Professor of Psychology, have con

When filing
out resumes, i

It is also important to

Fox signifies divorce.

suggests that divorce rates of those

By TYLER ZIMMERMAN

need to be set in stone. .ijcmiss

pectations on marriage and on what

marriage is meant to do and on each

job application....

that their marital status doe.
the notion that marriage

engaged while attending George
Fox University. "People talk about

the number of students who become

what you put on a

Columnist

pressure on a marriage partner to be
everything. We place unrealistic ex

phrase "Ring By Spring," to refer to

mar

^:y

with divorce as outside the church, I

Though there is no conclusive ev
idence that "Ring by Spring" brings
"Divorce by December," McMinn

uncommon to hear students use the

how

NO one knows exactly how many

#6 Take caution in

Comet spent most of his time
for food pellets. I never let him near
me. He searched pockets and hands

for any sign of food.
Wildberry, the lone female, dedi
cated her life to trying to poke out
people's eyeballs with her antlers

(yes, female reindeer have antlers).
After the first week, we faced the
reality of our situation. We would
spend the next three months covered

in reindeer poop, smelling the dump,

reasons.

A 1999 study by the National

and rattling off facts about reindeer
to remarkably ignorant people.

ScESl
H 1theStatistics
WCES) displays
highest rated

inevitable joke made almost dally

"So where is Santa?" was the

motives given hy parents for home

by dads wearing newly purchased

better education at home (489

'Alaska: size does matter" shirts and
fanny packs.

schoolmgi the ability to provide

"Oh sir," I would reply, "that's

percent), religious reasons (384
percent), and the poor learning environment of many schools (256

funny, but Santa is up north." 1
didnt veil my hatred of those jokes

percent).

very well.

ceptions and governmental attempts
at regulation, home schooling clearly
provides academic benefits to its stu-

Nemo's dream was realized. I hadn't

Thus, despite societal miscon-

One day, while I was teaching
large family about the wonder

ful world of reindeer care, Captain

dente. Rather than ridiculed or re- latched the gate properly and Captain
Nemo got out.

As if in solidarity with Captain

emo, the other reindeer surround

ed me, in order to buy Captain Nemo
See LESSON

page
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SPORTS

ox sports teams yield successful seasons

Georgi
By ERIN LEE
Reporter

young players

This year has been good for

Bruin sports teams. As the spring

sports season draws to a close, it is
a good time to look back at how well
the teams have done.

The volleyball team posted

another strong season, finishing
with their best record in seven years.

playoff game, but lost the NWC final

eager to work

talent brought

a lot of spirit to
the team that

CLOUGH

looks forward to
building to next

1^.

With that mark he ranks 13th in vic
tories among currently active NCAA
Division III coaches and 19th allh

Eberhart was always the
first Bruin to cross
the finish line.
The men's

basketball team was

started the

picked to be one of the

expectations by

I

fi n i s h i n g t h e
regular season
in third place.
They had
an up and

the season was the 2-1 win

on Oct. 3 against then top
ranked Pacific Lutheran

University. It was a
win that helped to
win respect in the
conference.
The
soccer

women's
team

down year

r

battling
i s s u e s
like

injuries

and team

went

through a rebuilding year. With
only two seniors the team was full of

chemis

try, but the efforts paid off because
they got a playoff berth for the first
time since 1998. They won the first

is happy with the way his
team worked through the
high pressure situations.
The nationally ranked

impressive games, includ
ing wins over two nation
ally ranked teams in the
College of Idaho and Wil

through. There
have been many
close matches that

in the end just did
not fall the way of

The women's team is ranked 8th

the Bruins.

M e e t S e n or Softball

round of the NCAA Division III Na
t i o n a l To u r n a m e n t .

player,
Major: International Studies A
Spanish

5rin Lee
Whot do you do to get yourself
ready for o game?
I listen to my pump up music

/ear; Junior

Spring NWC Classics the team has

How did you start ploying softball?
I officially began with tee ball

while I am getting ready. Then I get
to the field early so I have time to
get ail my gear laid out and ready
to go. I think about my goals for
the game and picture myself making

positioned itself well to become con

when I was five, but I have been

mound softball my whole life. My
parents met while
playing
church league

great plays and getting big hits.

ference champions. The men's golf
team hopes to build upon the success

Hometown: Edmonds, Wash.
P o s i t i o n : O u t fi e l d & P i t c h e r

ranked 10th in the nation. With
team wins in both the Fall and

of the women's team.
The baseball team has turned in

Softball

and

I

Who is your favorite professor at
Fox?
Debbie Berho. I hove learned
so much in her dosses

was the mascot
for their team

another strong performance. Cur
rently in third place in the Northwest
Conference, they are still in the hunt

and she really cares
about her students

growing up. Pretty

as people and not

much I was just
destined to play

for the conference title. The Bruins

Softball.

^' just as students.

^''oto fay

What is your

IM

Who is your fovorite athlete?

favorite movie?

I don't know, I

I don't really

entry fees.

^ave

Hotchkiss continued in bis rodeo

Kris Holclikiss, a sponsored

continued to fight it

are competing well this season.

rode unattached, paying for all his

a

have a lot of fa

vorites but they
are mostly action

favorite

athlete, but I love

pursuits into college and was begin
ning to shine in the spotlight. Riding
for cash prizes, the money goes from

professional bronc rider in rodeos
all over the United States, juggles a
schedule of freshman engineering
homework and college cheerleading.

teams have not seen

the results they have hoped
for, but the teams have

lamette University.
T h e t r a c k a n d fi e l d t e a m s

College ain't no rodeo, except for Hotohkiss
B y K AT E S H E P H E R D S O N
Guest Reporter

The men's and
women's
tennis

the

team has played some

team has been one of the highlights
of the spring sport's season. Despite
being established as a varsity sport
only four years ago, the program
has quickly built itself into an elite
program. Currently the team is

h a r d a n d d e fi e d

for

coach Scott Rueck

conference in the

hard, the team did not have the

foundation

the season, but head

The success of the women's golf

the men played

is

future. Despite being
plagued by injuries, the

bottom teams in the
preseason poll, but

end results they were hoping
for. One of the highlights of

many athletes compet
ing in the NWC meet.

team

building a strong

sity-St Louis in the Elite Eight

soccerteam

season looking
good with a strong freshman
class in addition to key return
ing players. Despite playing

performing well with

Softball

regular season going 16-0 in
conference and 23-2 overall.
Their dreams of repeating
as national champions were
dashed by Washington Univer-

participated in this season,

e

The men's team is also

s e n i o r, t h e y o u n g

team posted another stellar

his career. In every race he

m e n ' s

With only one

the beginning for the

■ tations throughout

race, earning All-Region
honors for the third time in

time in Division III.

was expected from

dealt with high expec-

T'he cross

already qualified for the na
tional championships.

also come up big.

defending national
champions. The team

season.

Region, with three athletes

w h i l e t h e o ff e n s e h a s

ball team, a playoff berth

E VA N

nationally and 6th in the West

pitching performances

For the women's basket

Photo by

the team has blossomed into one of senior Cam Eberhart. He
the powerhouse teams in the North
finished 25th in the NCAA
west Conference, while Grant himself Division III West Regional
reached a personal milestone. With mens 8K cross country

the 3-1 victory over Pacific on Oct. 3,
Grant reached his 550th career win!

have been led by strong

to Whitworth.

hard. The new

Under coach Steve Grant's leadership country team was led by

T

April 23, 2010

movies or comedies.

watching the notion
al Softball team.

What kind of music do

ride to ride, putting winnings straight
What is the best

to the travel costs and entry fees for
the next rodeo. "I'm constantly in a
state of 'I can't fail, failure's not an

It is a curious and odd mix of pas

times, making Hotchkiss one diverse
eighteen-year-old.

parents own a 4,000-acre ranch in
Lakeview, Ore., and Hotchkiss has

Fox?

Getting the op

spring break, which is a high cost in
his budget.
Hotchkiss has picked up five
sponsorships: TW Trailers, Coppenhagen. Wrangler, Lou Casey,
and Oakley. Hotchkiss has ridden in

He started mutton busting at

5, and it seemed like a joke when he
was a little kid, growing up in a small
town where everyone did rodeo.
Hotchkiss did roping for a while until

eight or nine rodeos with sponsor
ship, as Jan. 1. Sponsors pay Hotch

he and his friend Tim Hannan went

kiss based on how large the rodeo is

to a Bible rodeo camp. Discover

and how well his event scores are.

ing they were pretty good at rodeo,

It is mostly based on pictures and

Hannan is now doing professional

if those are highly publicized, with

rodeo full time in Texas. Kris con

What is something most
people don't know about
you?

and hong out with really
owesome people.

X hove traveled to 43 of
the 50 states.

What is the worst

What makes this team spe

thing about being an
athlete at George

sponsorship with TW Trailers, who
covered half the cost of the $30,000

Fox?

purchase.
Hotchkiss won all-around at the

Not having as

Buckaroo Days Rodeo in Phoenix,

good facilities as

Ariz, against more than 40 contes
tants. With his big win, Hotchkiss

some of the schools

we play against.

has had two television interviews

What do you do in your free time?

with ESPN and an individual article

his name attached to their product.

tinued with rodeo in high school and

except country.

portunity to continue
ploying the game I love
and getting to meet

down to Reno, Nev. the week before

a side venture, but thought that he
would grow out of it.

of things. I'm open to
pretty much anything

athlete at 6eorge

kiss was unable to drive his horses

been around cattle and horses all his
life. His father took him to a rodeo as

A mixture of a lot

thing about being an

option, or I'm going to lose a lot of
money here,'" stated Hotchkiss.
He mentions that being in school
cuts into his ability to travel. Hotch

Hotchkiss has been involved in
the rodeo life since a young age. His

you listen to?

cial?

Despite being a really young
team, we hove fought through
and won some tough games
People are willing to work hard
for the team. And we get along
really well and hong out oil the time
even outside of Softball.

Play other sports, watch tv, hong
out with friends, cook.

See BRONC RIDER | page 8

He also bought his trailer from his

BRUIN STATS and SCHEDULES
Current Records:

Upcoming Sports Events:

f'^/AVA JUNGL

^ 203 Vila Road, Ncwbcrg, OR (503) 538-1300

Friday. Apfii 23

4:30 p.m. | Softball vs. Whitworth
M&WTrack&Field|NW
Conference Championships
(Spokane, Wash.)
Saturday. April 24

COFFEE
espresso
Pastries

Smoothies
(talian Sodas
Milkshakes

Breakfast Sandwiches
Panini Sandwiches
& Morel

Fuse Wi-R

SWINGfNWITHTHISCOUPONFOR

11 a,m.|M&WGolflNW
Conference Championships
(Heron Lake GC. Portland, Or.)
12 p.m. I Baseball vs. Llnfield
12 p.m. I Softball @ Lewis & Clark
M&WTrack&Field|NW
Conference Championships
(Spokane, Wash.)
Sunday. Aoril 25

lla.m. |M&WGolf|NW
Conference Championships
(Heron Lake GC, Portland, Or.)
12 p.m. I Softball vs. Lewis & Clark
1 p.m. I Baseball vs. Llnfield

Tuesday. Mav 4

5 p.m. I Baseball @ Lewis-Clark
State
Wednesday. Mav 5

2 p.m. I Baseball @ Lewis-Clark
Slate
Thursday. Mav 6

M & W Track & Field | Oregon
Twilight (Eugene, Or.)
Wednesday. Mav 12

State
Thursday. Mav 13

M & W Track & Field | Oregon
Tvwlight (Eugene, Or.)
Tuesday. Mav 18

M&WTrack& Field I Willamette
Last Chance (Salem, Or.)

«.00 OFF

Oregon Relays (TBA)
Saturday. Mav 1

OF A MtmUM OK W6C

M & W Track & Field [ Pacific or U of
Oregon Relays (TBA)

For NCAA Div-lll National

Championship Brackets & Schedules
or for more information, see
athletics.Qeoroefox.edu

S o fl h a l l

Overall; 23-11

Overall; 9-16

Pet.: 0.676

Pet.: 0.257

Conf.: 16-5

Conf.: 3-20

Pet.; 0.762

Pet.: 0.130

Home; 11-2

Home; 4-11

Away: 9-6

Away: 1-11

Neutral; 3-3

Neutral; 4-4

Longest Streak:

Longest Streak;

Wins

Lose 10

Men's Tennis

W o m e n ' s Te n n i s

2 p.m. I Baseball @ Lewis-Clark

Friday. Aprii 30

M&WTrack& Field! Pacific orUof

Baseball

Overall; 5-16

Overall: 0-17

Pet.; 0.238

Pet.: 0.000

Conf.; 2-14

Conf.: 0-16

Pet.; 0.125

Pet.; 0.000

Home; 2-8

Home: 0-8

Away; 3-8

Away: 0-9

Neutral; 0-0

Neutral: 0-0

Longest Streak;

Longest Streak;

Lose 8

Lose 17

Bolded games are at George Fox
These statistics are current as of

Wednesday, April 21, 2010

April 23, 2010

8 I THE CRESCENT
LESSON: The Rein

these people thought they were wit

deer Whisper has second

nessing a real Alaskan moment;
wildlife in the city!

thoughts.
Continued from page 6
lime. "Rim!" They seemed to say.
"We will slow him down!"

Captain Nemo couldn't decide
which direction to run. He darted

through the woods, running in
circles. After pushing my way

through the antler trap, I sprinted
towards the excited reindeer, who

was getting dangerously close to the
main road.

I radioed the headquarters, "We

have a reindeer emergency. Captain
Nemo has gone rogue!"
He was in the parking lot,

causing a crowd to form. I imagine
BRONC RIDER: Hotchkiss balances school and

pro bronc riding
Continued from page 7
in ESPN magazine.

Family Friends is an arena
outside of Mcminnville, Ore. where

Motchkiss practices. Hotchkiss starts
his weekdays at 4 a.m. riding to about
7 or 8 a.m. then going back from 2:30
to 7 p.m. He rides all day Saturdays
and does homework on Sundays. He
pays about $10 a day to ride there,
covering the bale costs for the horses.
Hotchkiss does bronc riding,
competing in all-around, including
tie down, wrestling and team rope.
He said that his best event is saddle
bronc. Hotchkiss mentioned he has

been very lucky with his scores this
year. He has been scoring mostly in
the 80s with only a couple no rides.
He tries to meet up with his friend
Hannan at rodeos to do team roping,
Hannan at head, Hotchkiss at heels.
Hotchkiss is a mechanical en

gineering major. He mentioned his
hardest class so far has been Calcu

The Vietnamese Chicken Noodle Soup
By KAMI KUHN

Captain Nemo and I circled

Columnist

through the rows of cars, and I finally
grabbed him before he could attempt

Everyone
has their own

to cross the road.

Because they are very sensi

unique food in
dulgences.Mine

tive, 1 pulled him by his antlers

is pho'. Many

back through the parking lot, to the
pen. The crowd watched in amaze

ment: "We saw a 90-lb. junior higher
capture a moose by its antlers!" 1
image they reported back.

"Reindeer whispering" grew old
fast. It was exciting at times, but it

mostly consisted of shoveling poop
over a giant wall and hearing jokes
about Santa's sleigh. I think I might
put a little more thought into my
summer employment decisions, even
in this economy.

people have
never tried pho'
(pronounced "fuh"), which is not that
surprising to me considering that I
never had it prior to college. But since
trying it for the first time sophomore
year, I immediately become a pho'
fanatic after the first slurp!
What is pho"? Well, the easy
answer is a Vietnamese beef and

George Fox University in more than

focused on stunts.

Hotchkiss helped the George Fox
University squad with many stunts
they could previously not accomplish.
"Kris was a huge help in our stunt
ing pursuits this year and helped the
whole squad all-around," said Junior
squad member Victoria Pekkola.
Hotchkiss

works

hard

from

morning to night. Whether it is
lifting women

Luckily, at George Fox we have a

very delicious pho' restaurant close
by in Sherwood, called Pho' "ly. This
restaurant is the main reason I tried

pho' in the first place. After coming to
Fox, I would repeatedly hear students

talking about Pho' ly and the fantas
tic food they serve, and after trying
it out for myself, I have become a big
fan too. Their portions are huge, the
restaurant is clean, and the prices are

great: only $7.00 for a small (which is
large (a gigantic bowl!).

a very distinct and wonderful flavor

But I will let you in on another
secret. Try the bubble tea slushy. It

number of other meats—some weird,
some not so weird. My favorite is

male and the first male cheerleader at

much, to add!

a really huge bowl), and $8.00 for a

at Redmond High School his junior
and senior year. His role was mainly

ing squad, Hotchkiss was the only

fun part is choosing what, and how

more than that! The clear broth has

ten years. He was on the cheer team

Also a member of the cheerlead-

basil, a lime wedge, and Serrano
chilies are served on this plate. The

noodle .soup. Oh! But it is so much

that seems to possess the ability
to comfort anyone. The white rice
noodles arc fun to slurp, and fill
up a large portion of the bowl. The
traditional meat is beef, but you
can choose to purchase pho' with a

life," said Hotchkiss.

Traditionally, bean sprouts. Thai

my preferred pick-me-up drink, even
higher on the list than espresso. A big
cup of Pho' "ly's bubble tea slushy is
only $3.25, which even makes it less
expensive than a mocha!
Pho' ly is located in Sherwood
right off Highway 99 West at 16068
Southwest Tbalatin Sherwood Road,

and is open Monday through Satur
day 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Sunday 11
a.m. to 9 p.m.

If you are already a fan of pho'
and bubble tea, then congratulations

on your good taste! If not, then please
take my recommendation and try it. I
highly doubt that you will ever regret
this decision. Make sure to get there

early, because they sometimes run
out of bubble tea. Just try to leave
some for me! Enjoy!

might even be tied
with pho' for my fa
vorite indulgence.
Bubble tea slush
i e s a r e Ta i w a n e s e
fruit
smoothies

with tapioca balls-

chicken pho", called pho' ga. It is the

called "boba"—at the

Vietnamese version of our chicken

bottom of the drink

noodle soup, and call me unpatriotic,

which

but I would choose their version over

up through a huge
straw. Pho' ly serves

the American one any day!
But the meal does not stop at a
big bowl of delicious soup—there are
condiments too! Served with every
bowl of pho' comes a plate of fresh
garnishes to be added to the soup.

is their mango bubble tea slushy; it is

are

sucked

bubble tea in many

fruit flavors ranging
f r o m s t r a w b e r r y,

peach, and taro root.
My personal favorite

above his head,

holding on to
a 1,200-pound
horse

for

his

life, or finishing
hours

of

me

ticulous home

work, Hotchkiss

proves to be
one outstanding
young man.

lus. He took seventeen credits in the

fall and eighteen in the spring. "With
engineering it's tough. I mean, it's

possible, it just means you have no

A Letter From the Editor:
Readers,

Thank you so very much for
your continuous readership this
year. I hope you enjoyed each
and every issue of the Crescent.
I thank you for your "letters to
the editor" and your notes of
encouragement.The Crescent
underwent many changes this
year, but I truly believe they
positively impacted the quality
of this student run newspaper. A
special thanks to Melanie Mock,
the Crescent faculty advisor, for

her time, effort, and support in
WE'RE LOOKING TO LOWER

making this a product we are

TEXTBOOK PRICES BY:

proud of. I hope you enjoyed the
Croissant, as we honestly believe
laughter is the best medicine for

• COMMUNICATING WITH FACULTY to urge them
to consider using the previous edition when

so we can pay students more at buy-back.

• BEING YOUR ADVOCATE as a member of

USED

back again in September keeping
you up to date on everything you
need to know. Best of luck with

the Used Textbook Association, a group
thats mission is to lower textbook costs
for students.

Together with the Used Textbook Association,
we're working to keep textbooks affordable

your finals.

today and in the future.

Sincerely,

Buyback In The SUB
Outside The Bruin Bookstore

Editor-in-Chief

• DISCOURAGING BUNDLED MATERIALS that

raise prices and often go unused.

and to all the rest, we will be

Natalie Gould

is re-adopted for the following term.

• ENCOURAGING TIMELYADOPTIONS by faculty

changes are minimal.

the soul. Congratulations, seniors,
on your approaching graduation,

• PAYING 50% AT BUY-BACK when a textbook

V .

Wednesday - Friday
April 28. 29 & 30

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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Wendell Berry

Chase Wlllcuts

Sphinx of Robin Baker to

tests GFU soil

excommunicated from
Quaker church due to

be built fall 2010

measure moral

violent outburst

as a way to

ity of souls

Page 2

B y N ATA L I E G O U L D
Editor-in-Chief

Many environmentally apt pro

Shalom changes

fessors and students at George Fox

pace—adds rock bands

University work hard to ensure a sus
tainable environment for mind, body,

and craft projects

and soul in the context of an academ

ic setting. The university responds to

Page 3

this movement by providing "green

soap," carpet made from tires, and
asbestos free ceilings. But for some,

Timothy's Charge dis

these gestures simply aren't enough.
In the last few weeks, a move

covered to be connect

ment arose to try to lobby for Wendell
Berry to overtake Robin Baker as
president of George Fox University.
Wendell Berry is a renowned
philosopher and writer known for his
devotion to farming and gardening
techniques. He challenges such ideas
as industrial farming and industrial
ization of life. Berry says the good life
includes sustainable agriculture, ap
propriate technologies, healthy rural
communities, connection to place,
and the pleasures of good food just to

ed to Victoria's Secret
Page 3

Hollywood to turn
chemical scare day into
a feature length movie:
Sneak preview of script
Page 4

name a few.

Particularly in Oregon, Berry
is seen as "the farming god." Since

GFU becomes

Portland was named "one of the

women-only:

greenest cities in the country," people
have been flocking to Berry's ideas

The 3:1 ratio

disparagement
resolved
By NIKKl MARINO
Reporter
What are the ratios, woman to
man? It's so bad that men get the pick
of the litter, leaving no boy an excuse

for being single unless it is laziness.
But, has anyone taken the time to
think about George Fox's future? Ac
cording to secret files, the future con
sists of only females.
The key to becoming an all girl
school is to keep it a secret. Accep

tance is eight times more likely to

happen to a female applicant than to
a male one. This is to keep the money

flowing in and acceptance for males
for next year will be based on fam

ily's income and chances of acquiring
a student loan.

So, what is the purpose of becom
ing an all girl school? It fits in with
the lifestyle agreement. How can

students sneak around their R.A.S

See WOMEN [ page 3

and methodologies.
At George Fox, philosophy and

A rough sketch of what Baker's sphinx will resemble
Photo cources/ of ALEX BRUDA; Photo manipulated by JESS! MICHAELSON
By ZACH MIDDLETCN
Reporter
President

Robin

Baker

sports jackets and mustache.
an

nounced last week plans for the cam
pus-wide construction of a sphinx
for the 120 birthday celebration of

The idea for the sphinx is said to
have come directly from President
Baker late one night after his weekly
family movie night.
"We had just got done watching
The Prince of Egypt

George Fox next year.
The sphinx will be

I was thinking to my- I thinking to

designed by the engi-

myself, 'hey, how is

neering department over George going to

the summer and next fail Fox going to remember remember me after I

semester and construe- j die? I mean everyone
tion will begin in January
when classes resume for

spring semester.

The sphinx will

already remembers

everyone already re- that guy before me for
members that guy be- 8'^"^ tower thing,

. I should get one of

stand over loo feet giant those too,'" said Presitall and will sit in the tower thing, 1 should dent Baker,

place now occupied by get one of those too." ^ext
Bauman auditorium,

messaged Associate

which will be destroyed
over the coming months by George
Fox theater major alums who cannot

Dean of University
President Management Dan Dansen

find work elsewhere. The head of the

"This is definitely not the first

sphinx will hold the presidents office,

idea President Baker has had for

while the body of the sphinx will be
used as storage for the president's

with his idea.

amusement park on the quad, the
December before that, he tried to

recreate The Lost Boy's hide out from
the movie Hook down in the canyon,
and just this February his request
was denied to heighten the Centenni
al Tower so he can see the time com

fortably from his desk. Usually I just
tell him I'll personally ask the board
and just delay until he forgets, but
this time he actually found someone
to email the Board of Trustees and

somehow, they must have misun
derstood him and said yes. I'm sure
it's all a big misunderstanding," says
Dansen.

Early estimates for the sphinx
put the project at a cost of about $13
million, although the school plans
on raising money by covering the
surface of the sphinx with advertise
ments for Donald Miller books.

The sphinx project has not,
however, gone without its opponents.
"It is not that I don't support

something like this. Last August

theology professors take his words
to heart. The community garden, for
example, relies heavily on his influ

ence. Also, a May-term class plans
to revolve heavily around Berry's

writings and theories. One religion
professor says, "Wendell Berry is
the life and breath of this university.
Of course we have a class devoted to
him."
The fall curriculum is set to

include 20 other Wendell Berry
inspired classes. Some of them
include "Berry for the heart: your
antioxidants at a closer look" and

"Wen-Dell: understanding your Dell
computer through Wendell Berry's
perspective." Also, "Wendell Burrrry:
a winter class that teaches how to
s u r v i v e l i k e We n d e l l w o u l d i n t h e
frozen tundra."

The process to replace Berry as
GFU president is long. Luckily, Berry
has a book to help cope with the
change—"Berrying the Past and Un

locking the Future Though Soil."
Baker says, "I don't understand

See SPHINX I page 2

he tried to build a Quaker-themed

See BERRY | page 4

Turf to replace lawn on quad in celebration of football return
B y VA N E S S A W I L K I N S
Assistant Editor

The George Fox community has
been excitedly preparing for foot
ball to return to campus. The cheer
squad is preparing new routines,

the student store is stocking up on

I

football merchandise, and the most

v'i •ti t-'-'Vi

the recent Parent Council meeting

There are those who are not as

last Saturday. Parents were shocked

confident about the turf take over.

when they heard this and many

make the change but it will come

Aaron Dort, a Plant Services employ
ee, is concerned for his job. " I don't
understand what they'll have me
and the 300 work study students do
without being able to tend the grass."
Dort has expressed his concerns
to the administration at George Fox

asked the question, "How much will

it cost to replace all of the grass on
campus?" Baker responded to by

full circle in eight years after we stop

but has yet to receive a satisfactory

for football at George Fox; the ad

paying for gas for our lawn mowers

and other upkeep of the grass we

response. Baker refused to comment

ministration has decided to replace
all grass on campus with the same
letic complex.
It was a shock when the univer

Photo courtesy Julie Abshire

requiring special attention to keep
the campus looking presentable.

saying, "We have calculated that it

will be a large financial expense to

change.

raise funds."

and other Gorge Fox community

The turf will be great for sports
activities on the quad like Frisbee,

planning for the athletic complex, the

soccer and traditional Bruin Brawls.
Bruin Brawls have been known to

turf that is being used is extremely
environmentally friendly and it never

on this aspect of the potential

have now." He then added, "... and
our cheerleaders have offered to do
a few carwashes over the summer to

sity announced this, but President
Robin Baker says," We realized when

The kind of turf that will soon cover the GFU campus

The announcement was made at

important part of preparation is the
Austin Athletic Complex. However,
an interesting development has been
announced in regards to preparation

turf that will be used for the new ath
i . : V '■ T t ' ' ' '

has to be cut like ordinary grass."

cause serious damage to the grass,

Discussion on this topic will
continue this summer. Students
members are invited to attend meet
ings that are yet to be announced.
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^MEN: Football
students

Continued from page 1

Shalom transforming the
way It does Thursday
night ministry: Expect to
see rock bands and craft corner

Photo courtesy CRUNCHY ROLL FORUM

backs and be caught In the canyon if
they are unable to get in contact with
a man?
The move to this is slow because

Christian or Gonzaga if they are com
pletely different in the official gender
make-up? Girls achieve higher grades
and test scores so it would unfairly

the school still wants to bring in as
much revenue as possible, and some

give Fox an advantage against its

of the alumni kids are males. Which

But there is that pesky rumor
about the football team being rein
stated in 2013, how is this possible
when they will only admit females?
It is simple really, it is a lie to entice
male students to apply and pay the
non-refundable application fee to

would lead to a huge issue if they
were denied and the money were
left uncollected. As the economy is

struggling so is the school, it can't
buy a new house for the President
or refurnish offices of Admissions

staff. Tuition will spike if they ever
announce that they are a girls only
school, but should they keep it secret

competitors.

only be denied unless they have
money. This will help fund the school

and along with new houses for staff

prices will stay lower.

a n d r e f u r n i s h e d o f fi c e s , a g a i n f o r

Also, George Fox does not wisii
to lose its status among the private.
Christian colleges of the Northwest

staff, Fox might be able to afford to
remodel .some of the decaying and
molding dorms that have served as
boys' dorms for these past years.

that are all co-educational. How can

it truly compare itself to Northwest

UPCOMING ART
AND CHOIR
EVENTS
Photo Courtesy sxc.hu

April 25: Jazz Ensemble sings compi

lation of ABBAs greatest hits. Proceeds to
benefit the Farmers And Ranchers Trust

April 26: Early Music Ensemble plays

concert to benefit Portland Ocicat Owners

By ZACH MIDDLETON
Reporter

Shalom will be facing many ex
citing changes tvhich may affect how
you get your spiritual life credits if
you have not figured out what every
one means by slide n' glide yet.

brought by small worship teams and
artists like Aaron Strumpel and JJ
Heller will be replaced by the Motorhead album. Ace of Spades.
"I exclusively listen to Motorhead.
I think they've gone so far under
the radar in Christian circles when

anyone with

L u c a s To m l i n s o n ,

Shalom Chaplain for the I really am hopa

list

of

changes

®

®

brain

piece of fabric like they did this year,
but I really am hoping to bring back
a lot more things from our youth.
Namely stories like Noah's Ark,

a

obvious

heirpliinning on making" lot more things from Passion of

April 27: New art exhibit in Minthorne
Gallery. Donations wil be accepted and
given to People's Equity Employment

These changes include yoUth...! Oply phors TnTl
changing

the

length

of

'

'

Ana

i

Shalom, the activities, and hope We Can kSCp think people
possibly even the name. them fpom getting be reallv
"Ijust feel like it's time , 6 6 to oe reaiiy

for a change ya know? I tOO CaUght Up IP the- excitedforme

to Taiwan And Thailand Aid

at National Ulcer Donation Expo

and Goliath. I only hope we can keep
them from getting too caught up

in theology like they did in Sunday
school."

Shalom will also be increasing its

mean, I think we have had ology like they did jp Ace of"lpadL

of reflection and spiritual SuPday School. '^in a its
origil state. The

"Well we come to assigning spiri
tual life credits through a simple
formula. Basically, the number of
hours that the event takes, multiplied

focus for a long time, and

that's great, but I think
that's kinda early aooo's if you know
what I mean," says Tomlinson.
The quiet, candle-lit Cap and
Gown room will be replaced by the

April 29: Concert Choir asked to sing

Jonah and the Whale, and David

length, said Spiritual Life Chaplain

Shalom be this quite time , - , ' , „ . ^ .

April 28: Advanced painting class to
display final projects. Special honor given

through Jello Molds" and "Biblical
perspectives on TV's the Simpsons."
"I think everyone gets the sym
bolism of nailing pieces of fabric to
a window frame, or gluing shards of
glass in the shape of a tree on to a

can pick out

half

2010-2011 school year, has ^ring back a ^he
released

conference in St. Louis, where they
took seminars on "Acclaiming Christ

weight room of the Wheeler Sports
Complex to emphasize the point of
"holistic growth" as well as give the
Thursday night service a new, en

ergetic atmosphere. Tomlinson will

also lead the group in Pilates at the
beginning of each Shalom.

The alternative music, this year

purest, most

practical, music system ever invent
ed, the cassette." said Tomlinson.

Campus Chaplain Jakob Sturdy
will be collaborating with Tomlinson
on themes and messages for Shalom
as well.

"I'm really excited for Shalom
next year. We're going to take the
messages in a lot different direction
than chapel and Shalom have gone
this year," said Sturdy.
Sturdy and Tomlinson just re
turned from the "New Church"

Rusty St. Cyr.

by the spiritual life credit given must
equal one. So since Shalom will now
be two hours, it will be worth one

half of a spiritual life credit to make
the equation work," said St. Cyr.
The final change will be the name
"Shalom." The team has been consid

ering many names but has narrowed
it down three; Jesus Fun Hours,

Happy Bunny Time, and AA (Apos
tolic Acrobats).

April 23, 2010

'iN°EAk PREVIEW: Hollywood toTurrTcFienTicar^'
into feature length film

"Megan don't talk like that. They
are coming to save us. We mustn't

■•My cell phone!" she cries, turns

around, and runs bank! Knstopher
sees her running back and
after

her!

professor, if they don't reach

us in time, I just want you to know
that I love you! I've always loved

.

Outside the students are fleeing

from all of the buildings, scream

ing and crying as firemen usher

Kristopher gives Megan the
strangest look of disbelief.

them across the street to safety. A

large group of HAZMAT trucks pull
up and one expensive car. Out of it

"I... I... don't believe that is true. I

quite honestly think you're a lunatic.

climbs the HAZMAT team leader,

?Lfake tan lotion has POISONED

M a r k Wa l l b u g .

your mind and you may legally be a

"You!" he points to a loiter

retard." Megan Faux just cries more.

ing fireman. "Take your squad, we
gotta get these people out of here!!

Outside Mark and his team run

up to the stairs. Mel Gibbons does

he yells, and then turns to his team.

not follow.

"C'mon boys!" He pulls on a gas mask

"Mel! We could use your men!

runs with a following of gas-masked

Are you not coming!?"

men running along side him!

"Mark, this is beyond my men's

Inside the lab Megan Faux

pushes open the door, shoves over a

training. Your team is on their own."
"Alright. We'll save the civilians.

cell phone frantically! Kristopher

But Mel!"

bar stool and starts looking for her

"Yes, Mark?"

Walking bursts in after her.
"There is no time Megan! Can't
you see!? We must leave!"

"Say hi to your mother for me!"

Mark cries and the pulled down
his mask, grabs a rope, and begins
scaling the front wall of EHS.
Inside Megan Faux is passed out
in a seeping puddle of her orange

"No! I can't! Not without my

phone!" She panics and tosses papers
that land on the floor, then turns

By ALEXANDRA WILLIAMS
Contributor

Had the events of April 13 oh
George Fox campus been a movie,

here is what would have happened:
All is quiet on campus as an un
suspecting Megan Faux sits in an
EHS lab room doing her homework
in short shorts and a tube top. She
is not actually sitting in a chair, but
in fact leaning over the counter with
one foot on the ground and the other
over a bar stool. Despite the Oregon
weather she has still managed to
maintain an incredibly orange tan.
Several really hot chemistry majors
are staring at her from a distance.
She gives them one glance that
simply says "I know, right."
T h e p r o f e s s o r, K r i s t o p h e r
Walking, arrives late. He is dishev
eled, dropping papers everywhere.
His long white jacket has a torn
pocket, and his hair is long and
unkempt. He adjusts his large glasses
and the class begins to find their
seats.

"Where did I put it?" he says,
searching through cupboards and
drawers.

Megan sits up and shifts her
weight to one leg, posing in an un
natural, but very hot, stance.
"What are you looking for Profes
sor Walking?"
Kristopher turns to Megan, and
is confused.

"Did you know, that you're...
orange?" he asks her. She says
nothing and looks confused. "Never
mind. I've lost something. Some
thing... that is very old and I'd like to

have it back in my possession once
again. You see... it was very impor
tant to me."

"Well, I can help you look."
Megan picks up a pair of square rim

glasses that seem to say "Hey look,

not. However she bends over to open
some of the lower cabinets, at which

point all the guys lean to one side to
get a better look. Professor Walking
notices this. He clears his throat and

Megan looks at him.

"How about you look in the top
dra%vers and I'll look in the bottom."
She smiles and does.

The first cabinet she opens con
tains a sealed, glass measuring cup
full of menacing crystals.
"Whoa, professor, what is this?"
She holds it up to him. Kristopher
Walking freezes. His mouth drops
open and he slowly removes his large
glasses.
" O h m y. . . 1 f e a r. . . i t h a s l a i n

Berry is yet to make a statement

about the invitation, but sources

makes decisions, he goes to the loca

and the ARC probably uses books.
They do don't they?"

tion and tests the soil. This is how he

of Algerians who attend here?"

All of us! Now! It is not safe!" The

little.

tainer on the desk and dashing to

students all leave their school sup
plies and run for the door! Megan
Faux trips over a bar stool, her cell
phone flies out of her pocket and her
glasses break! She reaches for her
glasses!
"Leave them! Megan, we must
go\" Kristopher Wa\V.\ng cries from

to

Outside the chief of police, Mel
Gibbons, walks under some caution

tape and walks alongside Mark
Wallbug.
"Mel, what's the situation?" Mark

asks as the walk up to the squad car
parked outside EHS with the blue
pnrvts ot YiRS spread out. ovet tYve

evac

NOW

NOW

NOW!!"

Mark

yells! The team, assisting Megan and
Kristopher, reach for their ropes, but
the container cracks a little, letting
out a small explosion that lights the
ropes on fire!
"What now boss!? There is no

way we can climb these ropes!!" A
Xeaxn

TOettibex

ovw

\o\i4

hood.

movie music that adds Intensity to

"The crystallizing acid is in this
room," Mel points on the blue prints.
"Good, so we can easily go in the
front door and just take the stairs."

the scene.

Mark smiles.

"Sir, we're told the doors have
been auto-Jocked because of the

"We gotta break down the door!!"
Mark yells back. Mark and another
team member grab bar stools and
beat down the door. It not only
crashes to the ground but slides out
into the hallway and hits the elevator
door! "Let's move! Let's move! This

from blue to red. He clicks on it and

alarm. Our only option is to propel
down the wall, break in the window,
suppress the acid, and retreat out
the window, avoiding all doors... and

feed from the security camera shows

sir?"

out the front doors! Police men run

It shows an all blue, aerial view of the

students and teachers fleeing the
building in fear and terror. He clicks
again and sees the empty lab with
the glass container on the counter.
He zooms in. Closer. Closer. His eyes
widen, and his bagel hits the floor!
He runs to the phone and calls in
HAZMAT!

Back to EHS. Megan Faux and
Kristopher Walking are somehow
only about 20 feet from their class
room, even though they have been
stops and puts her hand on her front
the lab in a panic of disbelief!

After a long pause, Mark Wallbug
replies, "Yes?"
"We've received word that their
are two civilians inside."

Mark Wallbug stares intensely at
the camera.

Inside the lab the room has
m y s t e r i o u s l y fi l l e d w i t h s m o k e .

place is gonna blow!!" Mark yells to
his team members who run out the

doors! They run down the steps and
to assist them but they push them
to the side shouting "RUN! RUN!
RUN!!" Everyone flees from EHS in

every direction. As they run we see
EHS behind them. It's quiet... then,
BOOM!!! THE ENTIRE BUILDING
EXPLODES! KNOCKING ALL THE
ACTORS TO THE GROUND!

Megan and Kristopher sit hunched

up against the door, coughing. Both
use Kristopher's lab coat to breathe

through, since Megan Faux's (not Fox
appropriate) clothes serve no purpose
whatsoever.

"Professor, if we die here—"

Megan Faux is crying and coughing.

Everyone stands up slowly and

observes their narrowly escaped

doom pouring billows of smoke into

the air, while ambulances drive up
the Quad to assist them. They begin
to flag them down as the camera pans
up and away from them, showing the
entire scene.
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on, the library is where the books are

why Algeria, Baker responds, "1 don't
know, don't we have a large number

hold the door open! "We must leave!

awake, placing a gas mask over her
face and another gives a gas mask to
Kristopher.
"Guys! I can't disable it! We have

"RUN!" he yells, placing the con

pocket, then looks back to the door of

testing the soil. "I hear that when he

could have paid tuition for the entire
population of Algeria." When asked

grabs Megan Faux and shakes her

wheezing noise coming from the con
tainer of crystallized acid. Kristopher

took over the corner office, but come

the environment at this school, we

Mark runs to the shacking glass con

Kristopher does nothing but look
shocked. Both slowly turn from each
other back to the crystallizing con
tainer. It is hissing and shaking a

running this whole time. Megan

kicked the ARC to the library and

the "green" movement has gone too
far. "With all the money we spend on

crash and 6 men rush into the room!

doors but crash into them.
"What do we do, what do we do!?"

to ready their text books for today's
lesson. However, there is an uneasy

confirm he is deep in contemplation
about it. Some even claim they have
seen him at the community garden

Baker also notes that he thinks

in the bottom!

continues staring fearfully at the
menacing crystals. All is quiet. SUD

Continued from page 1

over her face so she can keep breath

ing. All of a sudden the windows

tainer while one of his teammates

campus. However EHS is flashing

whole classroom immediately turns
to the window as Megan Faux drops
the container on the floor! Everyone
turns back to Megan, who looks like
she is about to cry. The container has
not shattered. Kristopher Walking
quickly scoops it up and examines
it. He spins it around. No cracks. Re
lieved, he sighs.
"My students, we are safe," he
says. Everyone relaxes and begins

of Kristopher's lab coat. He holds it

"Oh no! It's locked!" Megan cries!

hands to the class container. Megan

gone too far—thinks money could have been spent better

1 know I made people mad when 1

message. Kristopher grabs her and
picks her up. The two reach for the

the door. She looks up at him, drops
her glasses, and is the last one out the
door! As they run Kristopher pulls
the fire alarm! Biology professor Don
Powers says, "It's Fine!"
On the other side of campus,
inside the high-tech security offices,
a guard, watching Jeopardy and
eating a bagel, turns to his computer.

DENLY a bird hits the window. The

fake tanner that has stained her side

grabs it and looks at it. One new text

Walking examines it again. Still not
cracks, but the wheezing gets louder
and the crystals began to slowly
grow! He slowly turns the container
upside down to reveal a slight crack

dormant for too long." He walks
closer to it and lifts his glasses to his
eyes. "It seems to have crystallized.
You must hand it to me, Megan and
be very very careful. If the contents
inside mix with the air around us, we
shall all" EXPLODE." His hand ges
tures are every bit an explanatory.
Megan looks afraid as Kristopher,
walking slowly, carefully reaches his

BERRY: Baker in outrage that "green" movement has

what is going on. I've only had this
prime office location for two years
and everyone wants to get rid of me.

Photo by EVAN CLOUGH

I'm smart!" But we all know she is

to reach for the cupboard but slips
on a paper and lands on the floor
right in front of her cell phone. She

tests the morality of the hearts at the

institution," an imside source says.

Other onlookers say they have

seen Baker at the community garden
tainting the soil as to detract Berry
from overtaking his position, and
more importantly, his office. Baker is
yet to respond to the accusation.
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A
note from the Crescent staff- * ^

The "Croissant" was a special and elaborate effort"at t,

satire for die last issue of the 09-10 school year It ' related humor and
and occurrences, although some stories are based loo T'' People
taken seriously and we sincerely hope that our rearl

the content that we chose to run. We thought it f g "^'^neled bv
the school year and hope that you find it as amusin"" T way to end
and appreciate your feedback. On behalf of the endrr^velcome

of our readers and contributors and have a safe sun^ «aff, thank you to all

